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Fuel: Niti
Focus on Cargo and Logistics to Clean
Backs Methanol
Boost Exports: Centre to States Over Batteries
CENTRE TO HELP STATES SHAPE EXPORT STRATEGIES

Short Takes
 New Aadhaar Linking

Form for Atal Pension Yojna
NEW DELHI: Regulator PFRDA has

asked Atal Pension Yojna (APY)
service providers to use a revised
form to seek consent of subscribers' for seeding Aadhaar with their accounts
from January 1. APY, a guaranteed pension
scheme, is government's flagship social security programme. The Pension Fund Regulatory
and Development Authority (PFRDA), in a
circular, said several meetings were held with
Department of Financial Services in the finance ministry and APY service providers with
reference to Aadhaar seeding and authentication in APY accounts. The last such meeting
was held about a month ago in which officials
from Punjab National Bank, Punjab and Sindh
Bank, Bank of Baroda and Oriental Bank of
Commerce participated.

 India to have 10,000

Seaplanes: Gadkari
NEW DELHI: Clear water bodies

dotted with 10,000 seaplanes,
'floating cities' in the form of ocean
cruises and electric vehicles zipping
on dedicated highway lanes — that's the future
as envisioned by transport minister Nitin
Gadkari. “I have been talking about seaplanes.
If it starts, in India we have the potential of
starting 10,000 seaplanes. We have 3 to 4 lakh
ponds in India, plenty of dams, 2,000 river
ports, 200 small ports and 12 major ports. It
will cost less,” road transport, highways and
shipping minister Gadkari told PTI. The minster
said he has asked his civil aviation counterpart
Ashok Gajapathi Raju to explore a regulatory
regime for single-engine seaplanes to facilitate
introduction of such planes in the country as
early as possible.

 Mini-Ministerial to Look at

Revitalising WTO: Prabhu

Commerce minister Suresh Prabhu likely to meet industry ministers of 14 states on Jan 8
Kirtika.Suneja
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Ahead of a key meeting next month, the commerce
department has asked states to
address issues such as easier movement of cargo and skill development for logistics and also
identify specific services to give
a fillip to exports from India.
Commerce and industry minister Suresh Prabhu is likely to
meet industry ministers of about
14 states on January 8 and release
a report ranking states based on
the perception of their logistics
and export infrastructure. “We
want states to make cogent export
strategies and fine-tune them
with specific details,” said an official aware of the development.
Prabhu met the principal secretaries of states a few days ago to
take stock of their export strategies. They were asked to address
five components while drawing
up the strategies – promotion of
services, value addition in goods,
promoting organic cultivation,
logistics and improved standards, certification and tracebacks.
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Commerce ministry steps
up efforts to make states
prepare export strategies

bigger agenda for the meeting on
January 8,” said another official
who was present in the meeting.
STATES LAG BEHIND

Exports are often considered a
Central government domain and
states have not seen it as a tool of
development as they see industrial investment and infrastructure. The first official said that while all states have mentioned export infrastructure facilities like
warehousing and inland container depots, none covered aspects
such as ease of cargo movement

We want states to make
cogent export strategies
and fine tune them with
specific details

Yogima.Sharma
@timesgroup.com

GOVT OFFICIAL
Uttarakhand is the only state to
have talked about organic farming, herbs, medicines and organic basmati rice but not mentioned any strategy to promote their
cultivation and certification.
As for putting in place a traceback system to detect the movement of exported products, only
Uttar Pradesh has outlined a
plan to include testing labs and
farmers’ education in its export
strategy.
India’s exports have grown about 12% in the April-November period but the recovery is not to the
extent expected given the rebound in global trade. Imports have
grown at a faster pace of 21.9%,
causing the trade deficit to spike
to $65 billion in this period from
$45.5 billion a year earlier.
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New Delhi: Experts have cautioned India against issues such as
fisheries, gender and small and
medium enterprises being discussed in the World Trade Organization, seeing them as attempts
to gain market access in the garb
of inclusion to select groups.
A recent decision by a group of
countries to promote financial
inclusion for women traders and
enhancing women entrepreneurs’ participation in public procurement is one such issue that
has caused alarm. Such matters
are typically discussed at the
United Nations and are part of
the UN’s sustainable develop-

ment goals. Some countries are
trying to sneak them into the
WTO, experts said.
“The WTO preamble talks of
raising standards of living and
inclusivity as its inherent principle. So, what is the need to
bring in separate issues like
gender in the discourse?” asked
Biswajit Dhar, a professor at Jawaharlal Nehru University.
While India is not against issues such as labour, gender and human rights, it is against rulemaking on these matters in global trade negotiations.
A group of countries is pushing
for inclusion of women-led businesses especially MSMEs, seeking equal access and opportunities for women entrepreneurs.
They have asked for promotion of
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“You need equality among all
164 countries before bringing in
gender equality. Though gender
issues is a great idea, it can distort trade,” he said. The move is
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also seen as a camouflage for developed nations to enter developing countries’ retail markets
and indirectly push new issues
in the ambit of the organisation.
The WTO has suddenly become
sensitive to sustainable development goals when there is already
an unfinished development
agenda, another New Delhi-based expert on WTO issues said.
More than 160 women’s rights
groups across the world have criticised the move, terming it a
“pink herring”.
“While gender is an issue that
needs a lot of attention, it should not be taken up at a platform
where market access is discussed,” said TS Vishwanath, principal adviser at APJ-SLG Law
Offices.

NOTICE INVITING TENDER (OPEN DOMESTIC TENDER)

Indraprastha Gas Limited (IGL) invites sealed bids under sngle stage, two envelope system from eligible
bdders for followin
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The Argument
METHANOL :
 It can be obtained
from renewable sources
 Off grid solar, wind power
can be used to produce
synthetic methanol
 Buge bio-resources
to produce methanol
 Less polluting fuel
BATTERIES:
 They would require

extensive charging
infrastructure

 Lithium batteries eventually

become expensive

 Increased imports from China

of battery aggregates

The BJP-led National Democratic Alliance government wants
only cleaner vehicles to ply on India’s roads by 2030 as part of its
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions under the global
agreement on climate change and
to reduce spending on oil imports,
which, according to one estimate,
could double to an annual $300 billion by that year.
The cabinet secretariat had in
June 2017 shifted the FAME India
(Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric vehicles in India) programme, which
is part of the National Electric
Mobility Mission Plan, to Niti Aayog from the Department of Heavy Industries after most stakeholder ministries wanted to have a
say in the high-profile mission.
The idea was that such a move
would help synchronise efforts of
various departments of the government to move towards an allelectric fleet by 2030.
The Indian Railways is also exploring the use of methanol for its
locomotives.
Methanol, a clear, colourless liquid, is easier to store than hydrogen and burns cleaner than fossil
fuels, yielding water and carbon
dioxide. Methanol can be obtained from sustainable bio sources
and it is now also possible to manufacture synthetic, low-carbon
methanol.

SOUTH EASTERN COALFIELDS LIMITED
(A Subsidiary of Coal India Limited)
A Mini Ratna Company

SI, No. (01) -

NIT No. & Date - SECL/BSP/CMC/e-tender/225 , Dtd

28.12.2017. Value in Rs. 6 , 16 , 30 ,500.00 , Tender ID :
2017 SECL 89678 1. Tender can be submitted only online on the eprocurement portal of CIL https://ooalindiatenders.gov.in . No online bid
be

a c c e p t e d . For

details

Public Healt h Officer, IIT Bombay invites Technical & Financial Bids for Anti termite &
General pest control work contract from the contractors having experience in similar
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English and 13
other languages
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Name of Work/ Item

REFRIGERATED

89 Paise per litre

METALLIC

Fastest
News Alerts

Bidding Document

DOUBLE WALLED

PIPE-IN-PIPE

on Website
From 02.01.2018

(DWMPIP)

COLD INSULATED PIPELINE SYSTEM
BIDDING DOCUMENT NO.: AK/A872-

To

1200 IRS (IST)
29.01.2018

020-QB-MR-9150/1014
Contact Person: DGM (SCM), Telephone No.:
s .mitra@eil.co .in; vivek .dixit@eil. co .in

0

challenger : US expert

Latest 8011 :o:1d

Registered Office: OMC House , Bhubaneswar-751001, India
Tel: 0674-2377400/2377401 , Fax: 0674-2396889, 2391629
www.omcltd.in

E-AUCTION NOTICE

Bid submiss ion
due date and ti me
29 .01 2018

1 6.0 1.2 0 18 (0

(IST)

+91- 11-26763504/3209

_

E ma l

only and will not be published in Newspapers . Bidders should regularly visitwebsite to
keep themselves updated .
Dy. General Manager (SCM)

Engineers India Limited , Delhi

CA12017-20181252

Local News
Live TV, E-papers

0TH E-AUCTION)

The Odisha Mining Corporation Ltd . intends to sell
various grades of Iron ore Fines produced at different
iron ore mines at Daitari and Gandhamardan Reg ions
in Keonjhar District & Koira Reg ion in Sundargarh
District , Odisha through e-auction which will be

conducted by MSTC Ltd. The e-auction shall be held

from 11.00AM to 2.OOPM on 06.01.2018.
For details, please visit the website of MSTC i.e.
www.mstcecommerce .com.
(S&M)
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Best ways to save tax in 2018

IMPLEMENTING WET

LIME FLUE GAS
DESULPHURISATION
SYSTEM Fr SELECTIVE
NON-CATALYTIC

REDUCTION SYSTEM
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IRON ORE

Up to 1200 Hrs

The Detailed NIT along with Qualification Criteria and Bidding Document can be
viewed / downloaded from any of the given websites : http://tenders .ell.co .in/
newtenders, www.bharatpetroleum.in & http :/ /eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app
Bidders are required to upload & submit their E-bid through the Central Puh
Procurement Portal : http :// eprocure.gov.inleprocurelapp only.
All amendments, time extension , clarifications, etc. will be uploaded in the webs tes

Low Data
Usage

NEWSPOINT

(A Gold Category State PSU)

Engineers India Limited (EIL), on behalf of Bharat Petroleum Corporation L m t e d
invites E-bids from eligible bidders for the following work/ item

Petrol hikes by Ps . 1.23 , Diesel by

China sees India as a maj or

CIN :U131000R1956SGC000313

THE ODISHA MINING CORPORATION LIMITED

ENGINEERS
LIMITED

NOTICE INVITING TENDER (NIT)
FOR LPG IMPORT FACILITIES AT HALDIA PROJECT OF M/s BPCL
(INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING)
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Public Health Officer

200+ trusted
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For details please visit our website

www.iitb.ac.in/tender/at Public advertisement .

CJ

visit

in respect of the above work tenderers should contact to the tendering
authority to verify the fact n case of confusion .
(604)

area in Central Government / State Government / State or Central Autonomous Bodies /
State or Central Public Sector Undertakings & Large Private Organization.

M'

please

htt ps:// coalindiatenders.gov.in.
General Manager (CMC), SECL, Bllaspur
Note : SECL will not be responsible for any misprinting by the
Newspapers concerned. For detailed information and terms & conditions
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Niti Aayog pitches for hybrid vehicles
on methanol instead of batteries

e-TENDER NOTICE
The following e-tenders have been published by Contract Management
Cell , SECL HQ in the d e d i c a t e d portal of Coal India
https://ooalindiatenders.nic.in. All prospective bidders are requested to
visit the above portal for detailed information & bid submission. The
details of the tenders are also mirrored in the Central Public Procurement
Portal http://eprocure .gov.in of Govt. of India.
Tender No & Date : SECLJBSP/CMC/112,
Dated 28.12.2017

will

I
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Submissio n of
offer
22.01.2018
(tII1 1430 Hrs.IST)

1
For downloading the tender document, please visit www .iglonllne.net. Tender document can also
be purchased from the office of CGM ( C&P), IGL Bhawan , Plot No.4, Community centre ,
Sector- 9, R.K.Puram , New Delhi-110022 . Ph: 011-46074607. All subsequent changes w.r.t above
tenderwi ll be posted only on the above mentioned website.
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Sale of Bid Document
F m
T
01012018
1901.2018

Tender
Brief Description of Work
No.
CP14678 Appointment o Third Party
Inspect ion Agency (TPIA) for
Quality Surv eillance of MDPEI GICopper& Steel Pipeline network

Methanol Vs Battery

New Delhi: Niti Aayog, the government’s premier policy making body, has firmed up a hybrid
vehicle policy that challenges the
electric vehicle mission that’s being pursued aggressively, pitching methanol as a better alternative for India.
The Aayog has reasoned that
electric vehicles are neither costeffective nor sustainable. Methanol-based hybrid vehicles, it proposes, would run on electricity
that would be generated on board
from the chemical, a senior government official aware of the
matter told ET. This would not put
additional pressure on electricity
demand in the country.
The crux of the reasoning is that
methanol can replace gasoline as
it is easily available, does not cause pollution and has higher electrical mobility and efficiency, besides being highly cost-effective
vis-à-vis electric vehicles, which
would run on lithium-ion batteries. It would reduce pollution and
India’s dependence on fossil fuels.
“Lithium is not an easily available resource and the world will run
out of the basic resource if all
switch over to lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles. Hence, it is
not a sustainable solution,” the official said.
Besides, India does not have the
expertise to make lithium-ion batteries.
It will depend on China for such
batteries and will only be able to
assemble them in India with barely 15% of value addition, thus further widening the trade deficit in
favour of China.
“Moving to electric vehicles would require setting up of large infrastructure, mainly charging
stations across the country, and it
would put additional burden on already growing demand for electricity,” the official said.
Niti Aayog member VK Saraswat is aggressively pushing methanol and has suggested a roadmap to reduce the annual oil import bill by $100 billion by 2030
through extensive use of methanol in cooking gas and transportation fuel.

Experts Warn Against UN Issues Creeping
into WTO, Diversion from Core Topics

NEW DELHI: A mini-ministerial

meeting of World Trade Organization (WTO) members from both
rich and developing nations to be
called by India will seek to “revitalise” the
multi-lateral trade body, Commerce Minister
Suresh Prabhu said. A mini-ministerial meeting
of trade ministers of some developed and
developing countries is proposed to be hosted
by India in February. “The objective of the
meeting is to discuss ways to revitalise the
WTO, which, we believe, is the best available
multilateral institution to ensure predictable
and transparent system of rule-making in the
area of international trade,” Prabhu told PTI.
About 40 WTO member countries are expected
to participate in the meeting in India, which is
taking place after collapse of the ministerial
talks held in Buenos Aires in early December.

Says methanol-based hybrid vehicles more
cost-effective compared to electric vehicles

GROUNDWORK

To-do List

-

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
Vedanta Resources plc is one of the world's leading diversified natural
resource companies. With business operations in India, South Africa , Australia,
Zambia , Ireland, Namibia , Liberia and Sri Lanka; Vedanta Limited is a leading
producer of oil 6 Gas, Zinc , Lead, Silver, Copper, Iron Ore. Aluminium and

commercial Power.

Taiwandi Sabo Power Limited (TSPL), a subsidiary of Vedanta Limited has set
up one of the largest green-field thermal power project in Punjab (India)of
capacity 3.660 MW, invites Expression of Interest from reputed vendors,
capable of executing the following jobs:
Engineering, Procurement lr Construction of

Wet Lime Flue Gas

Desulphurisation system to meet up new Emission norms at 3 Units of

660MW pulverised coal based power plant
Engineering, procurement tr Construction of SNCR system to meet up new
Emission norms at 3 Units of 660MW pulverised coal based power plant

TALWANDI SABO POWER LIMITED
15 million+ App M
M
.Rated 4.3

Copyright 2016 Olive Software

Available on

..

:

,_

Registered office : village Banawala ,
Mansa Talwandi Sabo Road,

For getting 'Instructions To Bidders' (ITB) for the bidding process , please visit:
http: / /tsp lindia.co/tencler.htm
Interested

bidders who are qualifying eligibility criteria as per ITB may

Distt.Mansa (Punjab) 151302

respond

CIN: L40101P82007PLCO31035

tspl.eoi(dvedanta.co.in
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